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Abstract—Language classrooms have different
techniques and discourse used compared to nonlanguage subject classroom. The interaction between
teacher and students is also interesting to be examined.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to describe the
structure of classroom interaction in reading class and to
indentify the act used in the interaction to maintain the
interaction in a reading class.
Descriptive qualitative research is applied in this
research. Thirthy seven students and one lecturer of
English Reading Class at English Teacher Education
Department at State Islamic University of Sunan Ampel
Surabaya are involved in this study. Observation
checklist, video, field note and interview guide are used
as the instruments of the research.
The result shows that the structures of interactions in
a reading class are mainly Initiation Response (IR). IR
seems to be more dominant than Initiation Feedback
(IF). The acts occur in the interactions within a reading
class are 15 acts, they are: el (elicitation), rep (reply), m
(marker), n (nomination), ms (metastatement), d
(directive), rea (react), ch (checking), ack (acknowledge),
i (informative), ^ (silent stress), con (conclusion), com
(comment), e (evaluate), acc (accept). Those acts are
spread either in opening section, answering section,
following up, framing, or in focusing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Speaking and listening are spent more in the teachinglearning process. Those typically take a large portion of time
than written discourse. Since speaking as a form of spoken
discourse is one of the basic media for creating classroom
interaction, it may play crucial role in the process of
students’ development. Yani Zhang states the quality of
students learning is closely connected with the quality of
classroom discourse [1]. It may happen since the message or
the idea presented in classroom discourse is the focus for
achieving communication aim, especially in teachinglearning purpose. Thus, when the focus of communication
(message idea) is not achieved, it will produce
communication breakdown which in turn will bother
students’ understanding about what the teacher has said.
Consequently, it can influence students’ quality of the
learning process.
Regarding that case, it can be said that classroom
discourse is important to know and to study, especially by a
teacher. Therefore, to do analysis of classroom discourse is

felt very significant, especially for language teaching since
the main aim of language teaching is the language itself. By
applying discourse analysis in the classroom, teacher can
know the pattern of communication differences in each
different classroom activity and different groups of people.
As a result, both teacher and students can potentially
develop their mutual understanding. Furthermore, by
applying classroom discourse analysis in the class, teacher
can also promote students to interact and can provide
opportunities for students to engage in talk. Reading
activities is one of the most important processes to give
language input to the students. In Teaching Reading class
mainly asks students to read a lot of text to develop their
comprehension, skill and knowledge as well. Therefore, the
interaction between teacher and students within reading class
will mainly interesting to be analyzed so that readers can get
a description about the classroom interaction structure and
the impact of each teachers’ talk to the students.
The paper discusses the structure of classroom interaction
by having a close look at the utterances produces by lecturers
and students in the teaching and learning process. The study
on classroom interaction will bring better understanding on
how professional teachers should maintain their interactions in
the classroom to apply students centered learning. The paper,
then, proposes some implications of the findings, in particular,
toward the teaching of English in a reaading class.
II. CLASSROOM INTERACTION IN ENGLISH READING CLASS
A. CLASSROOM DISCOURSE

Classroom discourse refers to the language that teachers
and students use to communicate with each other in the
classroom. The earliest systematic study of classroom
discourse was reported in 1910 and used stenographers to
make a continuous record of teacher and student talk in high
school classrooms. The first use of audiotape recorders in
classrooms was reported in the 1930s, and during the 1960s
there was a rapid growth in the number of studies based on
analysis of transcripts of classroom discourse[2].
In terms of discourse analysis studies, Classroom
Discourse looks at the relationship between language,
interaction and learning. Providing a comprehensive account
of current perspectives on classroom discourse, Walsh makes
the case for a need not only to describe classroom discourse,
but to ensure that teachers and learners develop the kind of
interactional competence which will result in more engaged,
dynamic classrooms where learners are actively involved in
the learning process.
As one of the most useful ways to help teachers develop
and improve their professional practices, discourse can be
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placed at the centre of the teaching and learning process. By
helping teachers understand interactional processes and by
getting teachers to study their own use of language and its
effects on learning, it is possible to greatly enhance
microscopic understandings of classroom processes, thereby
improving the quality of both teaching and learning.
B.

Classroom Interaction in Teaching Reading

Teaching is an interactive act, whereas interaction is the
communication among teacher and students which run
continuously as responsive acts. Teaching Reading is different
from teaching other language skills. Seeing the quiet seems to
be the indicators of learning taking place. Reading classes are
often very quiet. On the other hand, Teaching reading plays an
important part because teaching reading can give readers a
model of a good writing. Therefore, looking at the interaction
happened in a reading class is important.
Tickoo stated that in classroom interaction and classroom
activities can be described as follows: The teacher interacts
with the whole class, The teacher interacts with a group, a pair
or an individual pupil, Pupils interact with each other: in
groups, in pairs, as individuals or as a class and Pupils work
with materials or aids and attempt the task once again
individually, in groups and so on. Sinclair and Coulthard
promoted a tool to study classroom discourse, concentrating
mainly on interaction between the teacher and individual
students. Figure 1. ilustrates the IRF Model.

hierarchy: transaction, exchange, move and act. The
structure of transaction consists of units of exchanges,
exchange units of moves, and move units of acts.
Furthermore, teaching exchanges consist of initiation
moves, response moves(the answering move), and followup moves. This three-move structure of an exchange (IRF)
is commonly cited. IRF structure is characteristic of
teacher-led discourse, in which the teacher asks a question
or provides information, the student responds or reacts,
and the teacher provides some degree of comment or
evaluation. This paper describes the structure and the act
of the lecturer and students in English Reading Class to
explain the interaction.
III. RESEARCH METHOD
The study used descriptive qualitative analysis.
Teacher utterances and students utterances were recorded
from the audio recorder by the observer for two meetings.
The audio then were transcribed into doc format. Some
irrelevant data were reduced to avoid ambiguity. Next,
coding was done to ease the data analysis. The
transcription was analyzed and classified based on the
Exchange, move, and the acts structure of the interaction.
Classifiying the move, the data then classified based on the
act of the utterances. The data collected constitute a varied
range of options of how real teachers orchestrate classroom
talk. Classification table were used to specify the
exchange, the move and the acts. Classifiying the data, the
writer visualized the result of the analysis into some
figures to describe the most common exchange, move and
acts within The English Reading Class. From the analysis
of the recordings and transcripts, it becomes obvious that
some teachers, whether knowingly or instinctively,
consistently create opportunities for learner involvement
because the language they use matches the pedagogic
purpose they have in mind. Out of the eight recorded
lesson extracts provided by teacher, this extract can serve
as a model for self-reflection and application for other
teachers. Most of the examples provided in the discussion
that follows have been taken from this particular extract.
findings and discussion.

Fig 1 Sinclair And Coultard IRFModel

Sinclair and Coulthard discovered that language in
the classroom followed a very rigid sequence, and that
speaking patterns were highly structured. Thus, in creating
a structural description of discourse, speech acts found in
the classroom could be defined according to their function.
McCarthy supports this theory and claim that this tool is
useful for analyzing patterns of interaction where talk is
relatively structured and should be suitable for to one to
one classroom.
The ranking scale of the Discourse Analysis model
contains 4 components. They are, in descending order of
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IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The result shows that the structures of interactions in a
reading class are mainly Initiation Response (IR). IR
seems to be more dominant than Initiation Feedback.
There are 63 % of initiation response structures, 26 %
initiation feedback structures and 11% initiation response
feedback structures among the total number of the
interaction.

Class. Within all the moves, there’re 76 acts occurs in English
Reading Class. The acts occur in the interactions within a
reading class are 15 kinds of acts, they are: el (elicitation), rep
(reply), m (marker), n (nomination), ms (metastatement), d
(directive), rea (react), ch (checking), ack (acknowledge), i
(informative), ^ (silent stress), con (conclusion), com
(comment), e (evaluate), and acc (accept). Those acts are
spread either in opening section, answering section, following
up, framing, or in focusing. Related to the frequency of the
act, reply acts is the most dominant acts occur with in the
English Reading Class. The distribution of the act frequency
are presented below:

Fig 2 Percentage of Initiation Response, Initiation Feedback and Initiation
Response Feedback in English Reading Class

Moreover, 90 percent of the initiation comes from the
lecturer. Lecturer elicits and direct questions to the
students. Only 10 percents of the initiation comes from the
students. Students ask questions about the final
examination and then the lecturer responses students’
questions with a brief answer. Students also elicit about the
paragraph written for the summary exercise.
There are 17 opening, 19 answering, 3 framing, 2 focusing
and 3 following up moves happened in English reading
class. The percentage of the move is presented below:

Fig.4 Percentage of Acts in English Reading Class
From the figure above, reply acts and elicitation acts
has the the highest percentage within the interaction. This is in
line with the previous description where the answering move
is higher than opening moves. Answering moves is made up
reply acts. In reply acts, student usually participates in
classroom activities. Students answer teachers’ questions and
give response to the teachers instruction.

A.

Fig 3 Percentage of Move in English Reading Class

From the figure above, answering move is the highest move
within the interaction. There are 4 major acts included in
answering move. Acknowledge, reply, react and comment are
the four acts commonly done within the interaction on the
answering move. On the other hand, there are 8 major acts
happened in opening moves. Marker, starter, elicitation,
directive, informative, check, prompt, clue and nomination are
the acts found in the opening move of an English Reading

Initiation Response and Initiation Feedback Structure

IRF Communication pattern has been commonly used in
education. IRF is the turn sequence of interaction pattern in
the classroom. The first turn is the initiation of the
conversation, the second turn is the response and the third turn
is the follow up response.This pattern begin with either the
lecturer or students initiating a topic or asking a question. In
this context, the main activity occurred in English reading
classroom are presentation and discussion. Students were
asked to write a critical review summary of an academic
journal and then they presented in turn. Students presented
their work in group and the other group would ask some
questions. After finishing the presentation and the discussion,
teacher and students mainly do eliciting which feedback is
given by the teacher for students.
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Some fragments of the analysis are presented in the extract
below:
Extract 1
Lecture

Student 1
Student 2
Lecturer
Students 1

: “Last week I have asked you individually to find an article
summary and bring today, right?, Heemh, Do all of you do
your job?”
: “Yes Mom. We got it” (showing her paper)
: “Yes..”
: “Please in your group, decide who is the first, second,
third, fourth, and fifth speaker in three minutes”.
: “Yes. Mom”.

Extract 1 begins with the Lecturers’ initiating the questionanswer sequence by saying, "Last week I have asked you
individually to find an article summary and bring today,
right?, Heemh, Do all of you do your job?”. S1 starts to
response “Yes Mom. We got it” and they’re showing their
paper, and then continues with S2 “Yes..” . Next, the lecturer
continues the instruction to ask her students to go to their
group and decide the speakers’ turn within their group. Then,
Students response the lecturer’s instruction by saying yes
mom.
In this extract, lecturer initiates the interaction by framing and
focusing move which checks whether students have done their
work to find and to bring article summary or not. Students
start to respon by answering questions. The first students reply
what the teacher has instructed for deciding the presenters’
turn-taking. The second students reply the instruction to
respon teachers’ checking questions. Next, the lecturer
continues the initiation by giving another instruction to control
the next activity. Students respond the teacher’ instruction to
start to decide about who will be the 1th, 2th, 3th, 4th speaker.
There are two major moves, opening and answering. In
Extract 1, there are two openings and three answering move.
Moreover, on extract 1 there are checking act, reply act, react
act, and directive act.
On the other hand, extract 2 shows different pattern of
classroom interaction in reading class.
Extract 2
Student 1
: “Mom is the summary separated for each
part or directly to the whole parts of the
articles?”
Teacher
: “You can do the summary directly. Please
do it with your own words”
Extract 2 begins with the initiation of the question-answer
sequence by saying, ” Mom is the summary separated for each
part or directly to the whole parts of the articles? Next, the
lecturer gives feedback by saying “You can do the summary
directly. Please do it with your own words”
In this extract, student 1 initiates the interaction by opening
move. Students elicit the teacher to ask question dealing with
the paragraph that they should make for summary part.
Next, teacher gives feedback on the students’ question by
providing an answer with some emphasis on the originality of
the document.

There are two major moves, opening and following up. In
Extract 2, there are one openings and one following up move.
Moreover, on extract 2 there are elicitation acts and reply act.s
The two extracts show two different pattern of classroom
interaction. The first extract shows the initiation response
structure and the secons extract shows the initiation feedback
structure. The result of the observation shows that initiation
response pattern is more dominantly used.
In reading activity, it is found that feedback is rarely given
because most of the activity is based on the lecturers’ guide.
The presentation session is limited, therefore the structure of
interaction may come with a homogeneus pattern namely
initiation response.
B. Move and Act in Classroom Interaction
Acts are the smallest and “…lowest rank of discourse” [3].
When a teacher can transfer the information or ideas, elicit the
questions, and provide feedback clearly, appropriately, and
effectively, it will influence students’ ability as well to process
the teacher’s talk which in turn, it will impact on how well
students can develop their achievement. On the contrary, when
teacher’s ability in transferring the messages, asking the
questions, and giving comment is not good enough, it will also
impact on the students’ learning development.
In relation with the result above, teacher transfers her idea in a
simple way. Most structures are in the form of Initiation
Response structure.

. This is inline with Yuqi’s study in Winarti which shows
that a major portion of class time is employed by the
teacher to give directions, explain activities and check
students' understanding [4]. Similar research findings done
by Farahian reports that most of teacher talks were used to
elicit students' knowledge (questions) which were classified
under three categories, namely procedural, convergent, and
divergent[5].
Classroom discourse is dominated by question and answer
routines, with teachers asking most of the questions, while
learners ask correspondingly few questions. It is by asking
questions that teachers are able to control the discourse,
especially given that they know the answers to most of the
questions they ask. As the example, when the teacher ask
another students about the content of the introduction.
Actually, teacher knows the answer to the questions they ask
but teacher has another purpose to check another students’
understanding. This is in line with Walsh statements about
teacher questions which serve a range of functions, including
eliciting a response, checking understanding, guiding learners
towards a particular response, promoting involvement and
concept checking [6]. While it is true to say that conversations
in the classroom frequently have a three-part structure,
speakers do not usually evaluate one another’s performances.
Sometimes speakers do not expect a linguistic response. It can
be seen from the result of the analysis which show some non
verbal response are given by the students. They directly do the
instruction when they are asked to meet their group.
The IRF sequence enables us to understand interaction in the
classroom, and comprehend its special nature. An awareness
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of IRF enables us to consider how we might vary interaction
more and introduce alternative types of sequence. Teacher has
to realize that they tend to give initiation and feedback or
evaluation in a classroom interaction. It should be followed
with an understanding about how to manage teacher talk time
so that teacher centered activities will not be the case in
language teaching. The basic argument is that teachers can do
much to improve their professional practice and enhance
learning by studying their own interactions with students. By
looking at the moment-by-moment management of turns and
topics we can see, in the interaction, what is being learnt, what
is not being learnt, what is the relationship between what
teachers teach and what learners learn
V. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION FOR THE TEACHING PROCESS
A.

B.

Conclusion
The structures of interactions in a reading class are mainly
Initiation Response (IR). The acts occur in the interactions
within a reading class are 15 acts, they are: el (elicitation),
rep (reply), m (marker), n (nomination), s (starter), ms
(metastatement), d (directive), rea (react), ch (checking),
ack (acknowledge), i (informative), ^ (silent stress), con
(conclusion), com (comment), e (evaluate), acc (accept), b
(bid). Those acts are spread either in opening section,
answering section, following up, framing, or in focusing.
Reply acts seems to be more dominant than elicitation
since both actually considered as the response of the
initiation.
Implication for the Teaching Process
Discourse patterns can be identified at the small-scale level
of the individual acts, and the larger-scale level of
exchanges. Rather than looking at each word or phrase
separately, these labels can highlight communicative
patterns found in the discourse. This can determine the
type of structure within the discourse and how it is
organized.
Examining discourse through Sinclair and Coulthard’s
model can provide a better understanding of the roles of
the teacher and students, and how these roles are created
and maintained by the language used. By observing the
roles through the discourse, we can see how teachers and
their students use language in order to interact. Once
teachers understand how their language affects their role in
the classroom they can begin to use language more
consciously.
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